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Abstract. In  a previous paper, a variational principle was introduced for 1 -p ,  
the capture probability for neutrons slowing down in a homogeneous medium 
of infinite extent. In  the present paper, the variational principle is used together 
with simple but accurate trial functions to obtain expressions for (i) corrections 
to the commonly used ' narrow resonance ' formula for capture and (ii) inter- 
ference effects in the capture of neutrons by closely spaced resonances. 
0 1. INTRODUCTION 
N studying the slowing down of neutrons in, say, homogeneous media of 
infinite extent one is quite interested in the probability that a neutron will I be captured by a nucleus of the moderating material during the slowing 
down process. A typical slowing-down medium might consist of a mixture of 
light moderator (hydrogen, carbon, . . .) and heavy fertile or fissile material 
(thorium, uranium, . . .). The capture probability will be related to the neutron 
absorption cross section of the heavy nucleus. This cross section shows in 
general a characteristic resonance structure, and the existing analytical approxi- 
mations for the capture probability take the effect of this violent variation into 
account only poorly (see for example Sampson and Chernick 1957). 
The most popular analytical expression is based on the narrow resonance 
dpproximation, in which it is assumed that a given resonance covers such a 
narrow energy range that a single scattering collision with any nucleus in the 
medium will degrade the neutron energy below the resonance. This approxi- 
mation leads to a neutron collision density through the resonance that is identical 
with the unperturbed, asymptotic density. It does not take into account the 
finite width of the resonance or the possibility of interference between resonances. 
A second approximation, called ' infinite absorber ' denies the heavy nucleus the 
power to moderate neutrons (heavy nuclear mass tending to a), SO that only 
collisions with the light nuclei can knock nucleons out of the resonance. This 
last approximation is useful for the broad resonances which occur at the lowest 
energies. I t  is not difficult to see that most resonances encountered satisfy neither 
the narrow resonance nor the infinite absorber conditions. 
In this paper we use a quite accurate variational technique, introduced by 
one of us (Corngold 1957) in an earlier paper. We obtain analytical results for 
corrections to the narrow resonance formula in single resonances and for the 
Interference effects in capture by closely spaced resonances. 
t Work performed under the aurpicer of the U.S. Atomic Enerpy C o d d o n ,  
Reiearch Asrirtant, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Summer, 1958. 
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§ 2. MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The variational expression for the resonance capture 1 -p, is expressed in 
terms of the functional J [+, ++I, where 
J[99 ++I = som dU g,(u)d+(u>+(u) + j; df.4 gl(4+’(f.4)J: df.4’ 7 48(@ - u’)gs(u‘) 
J m  0 du zgl(.)+(4Jom 1 dU‘ p & ’ ) + + ( U ’ )  
(1) ...... 
and the symbols have the meaning: the lethargy u= ln  (E, /E)  where E, is the 
source energy and E the energy variable ; gJu) = h,(O) - h,(u), where &(U) 1s 
the probability that a collision at lethargy U is a scattering collision with an s-type 
nucleus, 
h,(u) = F (U)/ 2 (U)? 
and p a t ,  Z are respectively macroscopic scattering and total cross sections. 
+Gs is the collision density solution to an idealized slowing-down problem in the 
mixture under consideration ; it obtains when all the g8(u)= 0 and neutrons 
produced by a source at U = 0 make their first collision with a nucleus of type s. 
lav has its customary meaning. The functional J[+, ++I is equal to l/[(av(l - p ) ]  
when +(U) is the collision density solution to the full slowing-down problem 
and ++(U) is stationary with regard to  small changes &#, a++ in these solutions. 
From the form of the equations defining 4, ++ (Corngold 1957), it appears 
that do =+,+ = l/[av is a good first guess at trial functions. Insertion of this 
value into (1)  leads to what we shall call (1  -p)var. That this value is a considerable 
improvement over the narrow resonance value-which we obtain by discarding 
the double integral in (1) and again choosing +, = &+ = I/tav-is apparent from 
the structure of the double integral and is borne out by actual numerical 
computation. The last statement holds also for the broad, low energy resonances 
where the variational result lies close to the infinite absorber results. For 
convenience we rewrite ( I ) ,  with the choice discussed above for 4 and ++, as 
. , . , . . ( 2 4  
The error in the narrow resonance formula (2c )  is due to the replacement 
of +(U) by its asymptotic form I/& in regions where it may deviate considerably 
from this value. By its stationary nature, the variational principle is much less 
sensitive to such variations in +(U). 
An analytical treatment of equations (2) ia  made difficult by the discontinuous 
nature of the functions 5, and the fact that the investigation involves integration 
over domains containing several singularities of &, Thus direct substitution 
of $# into the double integral ( 2 b )  leads to exceedingly complicated algebra, 
We have found the double integral to be much more tractable if handled by 
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Laplace transform methods. Indeed, for the resonance shapes we consider the 
variational expression may be put into a form such that effects occurring in 
successive collision intervals may be clearly identified. 
Absorption in a single, isolated resonance in a system of hydrogen moderator 
and some heavier resonance absorber will now be discussed in detail. The 
result will then be generalized to heavier moderators and to the question of 
interference between two resonances lying close together. I n  all cases we will 
assume a simple, yet physically representative, shape for gs(u). The results 
will be expressible in terms of a double series. The important parameters of 
this series are A, a quantity to be defined later and related to Eav ; the width of the 
resonance ; the spacing in the interference problem ; and &gs/(l -as), which 
characterizes the strength of the resonance. 
Numerical results will be presented for the correction to the narrow resonance 
result, as predicted by the variational principle, for resonances of the chosen 
shape. These may be shown to be upper bounds to the corrections for real 
resonances. 
$3. SINGLE RESONANCE ABSORPTION 
We now seek to evaluate ( 2 6 )  for the case of absorption by one isolated 
resonance. T o  this end we write the 
appearing in ( 2 6 )  as the Laplace inverse of its Laplace transform 
(3 1 
. . . . . . (4) 
...... 
where the Laplace transform is defined by 
e-u%(u) du =&TI. 
som 
I.,{b(u)} = 
The contour is any line lying to the right of all singularities of the integrand 
in the 7 plane. We insert ( 3 )  in ( 2 6 )  and interchange the order of integration 
whence 
where 
......( 5 b )  
and $,,(q) may be written in terms of the scattering kernel K,(?) which characterizes 
the scattering by an s-type nucleus. 
-0 elsewhe re, . , . . . . ( 6 a )  
......( 6 6 )  
It ie easily shown that lim $,(U) - 1/&. 
u + w  
2 0  2 
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The functions g,(u)  describe the resonance and are different from zero only 
We shall describe our resonances by the simple shape: within the resonance. 
0 u < o  li 0 u > a .  (7) g, (u)=  g, O<u<a  ...... 
We may take the resonance at u=O, without loss of generality, since the 
results are invariant under a translation of the origin of U .  
The reader should note that in the realistic case of cross sections described 
by Doppler-broadened, Breit-Wigner resonance shapes gB(u) is indeed nearly 
constant over the energy range in which the cross sections have appreciable size. 
In  a typical case a numerical calculation showed only a 10% drop in magnitude 
of g, in an energy interval in which the total cross section fell by a factor of twenty. 
Rloreover, by stating the problem in terms of the g, we obtain results which are 
close to universal in that they are almost independent of the height of the cross 
section peak. As long as we choose and compare profiles for gs(u) whose widths 
are cut off at  a certain number of practical widths, g,(r]) will have no poles in the 
finite plane and the form of gs(u)  modifies only the residues in our integral (5 a), 
We have examined the consequences of using triangular and parabolic profiles 
and we obtain results that have functional form similar to  those obtained with 
the rectangular profile, but with magnitudes that are somewhat smaller. 
The terms ‘ resonance height ’ and/or ‘ resonance width ’ will henceforth 
refer to the characteristics of g,. Using (4), (5 b), (6) and (7) in (2 b) we find that 
. . . . . . (8) 
The simplest non-trivial case is that of hydrogen (s= 1) mixed with some 
In  this case (8) may be expressed via the heavier resonance absorber (s=2).  
substitutions 
as integrals of the form 
. . . * .  (9) 
where p takes the values a/qa, - a/q2, 0, ( a  - q2)/qa, - (a + q2)/q2, - q2/qa. Note 
that the identity - X + ya/q2 = 0 holds. 
The integrals (9) are inconvenient to evaluate directly by the method of 
residues, since (v/ya+e-”- l)-l has a simple pole at the origin and an infinite 
set of complex-conjugate pole pairs in the left half-plane extending out to infinity. 
This portion of the denominator, it should be emphasized, is due to $#(v). The 
chosen functionsi.(v), i?( -7) have no singularities in the finite part of the plane. 
Consider the expansion 
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This is readily shown to converge for 920- 0, since in this region \(e-.  - 1)/~1" c 1 
It is and 0 c y2 c 1. 
essentially an expansion of (6b)  in the form 
This expansion has an interesting physical significance. 
which represents source neutrons making successively 1, 2, . . . collisions. On 
summing the successive integrands which result when (10) is inserted into (9) 
we will get the contribution to the resonance capture due to neutrons making 
1, 2 , 3 , .  . . collisions in the resonance. 
Next we expand (e-. - 1)" by the binomial theorem and interchange sums 
and integrals to obtain 
The sum over j is also physically interesting. Each term represents, as will 
become more apparent when the integration is performed, the full contribution 
to the capture due to a region of width q2 at distance jq2 from the source. 
The integral (12) will now be evaluated in the customary manner by closing 
the straight line path with a curved contour whose radius is made to approach 
infinity, and upon which the integral approaches zero. When p - j < 0 the 
closed contour extends to the right of the origipal path, when p - j > 0 it extends 
to the left. In  the case p - j < O  the contour encloses no singularities of the 
integrand and I' = 0. For p - j > 0 we have the residue of a pole of order 3 + k 
at the origin. This means that j takes on a maximum value equal to the largest 
integer less than p, symbolized as [NI c p .  Performing the integration for y2 
and expanding ($) we get as a result: 
From the values that p takes on and the above discussion regarding choice 
of contours, we see that only two values of p gives non-zero contributions. 
p = a/q,, a 0 ; p = a/q, - 1, a > qa. (8) then may be rewritten as 
where it is understood that the second term vanishes if a c q2. It may readily be 
verified that (13) may also be written as the single sum: 
The sums converge very rapidly with j. Four terms ( j  < 3) give accuracy to  
approximately 0.1 yo for the largest argument ynp we have calculated ( y g  = 0-94, 
corresponding to a resonance 20q, wide in a 10: 1, H-gaBU mixture). This is 
equivalent to the usual statement in the literature that $,(U) reaches its asymptotic 
value within 3q, of sources or sinks. 
With these results, we may write (2  a )  in a particularly instructive form : 
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Here 
= O  for a c O .  
For example, - -  
F(Aa) = - 'a  ('a)a + . . . when a< q2. 2 ! + 3 ? + 4 !  
The  important quantities in (16) are : g,a/( 1 - as), s = 1, 2, whose magnitudes are 
less than 1 in all practical cases, and are parameters describing the effective 
strength of the perturbing resonance, and the function F(ha), which depends 
upon the nature of the mixture and whose value is a measure of the average 
number of collisions required to carry a neutron through the resonance. As 
we shall see later, a similar equation results in the case of moderation by uranium 
and arbitrary moderator, so long as a < ql. The strength parameters are isolated 
neatly in these calculations and since they are often small an expansion of (16) 
in terms of them yields a rapidly converging sequence of corrections to the 
narrow resonance result. 
3.1 Non-Hydrogenous Systems 
The case of systems in which the heavy absorber is mixed with moderator 
other than hydrogen is more complicated algebraically than the previous case 
but follows the same lines. The last term in the denominator of &(q) becomes 
T h e  denominator is first expanded as in (10). Two binomial expansions are 
now necessary; one in j ,  measuring distances in units of q2, and one in i, 
measuring distances in units of ql. The only non-zero terms contributing to 
the integral (8) are for p = a/q,, a > 0 ; p = (a - q2)(q2, a > q2 ; and p = ( a  - ql)/qe, 
a > q , .  For practical moderators (carbon or lighter), the last case would 
represent an unrealistically wide resonance and may be ignored. With this 
proviso (13) becomes 
ya and A are as defined previously, but they now obey the relation 
h,(O)a1!71 A -  & - h = 0, where y l =  
4a 41 1-orl ' 
For mixtures containing hydrogen y1 = 0, and these expressions reduce to ones 
quoted earlier. I' is still related to I by (14) and the discussion following (16) 
applies here as well. 
In  order to  consider the expression for po in some detail, we must examine 
the quantities h, and g,. In  all cases 0 < h,(u) < 1, C,h,,(O) = 1 and - 1 <g,(u) g 1- 
If we assume that the light material does not capture neutrons we can deduce 
further that gl(u)> 0, while g, can have either sign. Since 1/( 1 -a,)$ I/( 1 - a i )  
the sign of Zags/( 1 -a,)  and of the correction depends largely upon the sign off,. 
From its definition it will be seen that if g, > 0, 0 cgP e ha(0),  and is generally 
quite emall. However, when g, is negative its magnitude may be of the order 
of unity. Therefore the corrections for resonances characterized by gs > 01 
which will henceforth be called abeorption resonances, will be less than those 
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of the second type (scattering resonances). One should note that the definition 
of scattering resonance given here encompasses resonances characterized 
approximately by rlL/r> h,(O), which may include resonances with rv > r,,. 
Figure 1 shows the corrections po to the narrow resonance as a function of 
resonance width for three systems, two hydrogen-moderated and one carbon- 
moderated. 
We have taken nominal potential scattering cross sections as uc (0) = 56 ; 
The scattering resonance chosen has peak resonance 
cross section e t ( r e s )  = 600b, $(res) = 1000b, while the absorption resonance 
has e t ( r e s )  = 0, $(res) = 10006. Moderators are compared at  equal values 
= 20b ; uu(0) = 106. 
,361 , , , , I I , I  
\. C 10 , * - U a u  IBSORPTIONWEMNLNCE .. 2 0  
'\ 
'\ 
0 2 b 6 0 10 12 I4 16 l(1 W 
801 ' 1  ' I ' I I I ' 
RESONPNCE WIDTH.o/qI 
Figure 1. Ratio of variational to narrow resonance calculations of capture in single 
Resonance width is measured in lethargy units of 
of h,(O) (potential scattering per heavy atom). Thus 40: 1, C-U is to be 
compared with 10: 1, H-U. 
Note that for scattering resonances po> 1 since the narrow resonance result 
ignores the build-up of the collision density in the resonance, which would lead 
to greater capture. For absorption resonances po e 1 since the narrow resonance 
result ignores the depletion due to absorption, which would lead to lower capture. 
5 4. INTERFERENCE BETWEEN RESONANCES 
We now consider two resonances, of width a and 6, each with &(U) of the 
rectangular shape discussed above, with edges located at U = 0, a,  a + I ,  a + b + 1. 
If the transform of such a function is inserted into (5 a) we may separate the 
integrand into four groups of terms with the following physical significance. 
Two are equivalent to (8) and represent the effect of the two resonances acting 
independently. Two are interaction terms, one of which represents the effect 
of the second resonance on the first, which we expect should be zero. Indeed 
it is found that the normal form (9) of this integral contains only integrands 
with p 6 0, all of which integrate to zero, following an earlier discussion. The 
fourth group we call the interference integral J. 
resonance in variety of systems. 
size qa. 
It has the form 
1 J =  z & $ g r b G e  - 
(1 - a,e-ttun)(e(a+b+h +eh- &+lM - e(*+lh) . ......( 18) 
1 
x Sr+" dq 
r - i w  
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Note that if a or 6 equals zero, the integral vanishes, as it should. If ! = O ,  the 
numerator becomes e(a+bh - eaw - ebn + 1. The  last term does not contribute, 
the second and third terms cancel the contributions from the integrals which 
represent a and b acting alone, and we are left with the contribution of a resonance 
of width a + b .  
For 
the case of a general mixture 
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The integration is exactly that which we have performed previously. 
. . . . . (19a) 
a + l  a+b+Z , p a =  b + l  -, p4=42 1 ...... 
p1= - Y P 2 =  -
42 9 2  42 
where J‘ is related to J in the same way as I’ is related to I (14). Note the J’ 1s 
a sum of four series of the form (17). The  sum over m is an artifice to take care 
of the four terms in (18). (19a)  holds if all p,<q, /q , ,  certainly the case in 
hydrogen-moderated systems. New terms start to enter when any of the p,, 
become greater than q1/q2. Note that the upper limit of the sum over j may 
be different for the different p,. 
It may be shown that the series converges as I, and hence all the p ,  become 
very large. The result, which we term J,, is equal to Zrg,,C,gsb(ab/&v) which 
is independent of I as expected on physical grounds. J, is easily shown to be 
the portion of (18) due to the r ] = O  pole of i.e. the asymptotic value 
$(U) = l/& in the u-plane. I t  is related to the ‘bite ’ taken out of the flux by 
the first resonance. We will subtract this portion from J in the numerical work. 
Finally, we exhibit the form of the correction in analogy with equations (2), 
1, and I b  refer to (17) applied to resonances a and b respectively. For 
the interference studies we define p1  = 1/(1 +X) and use the parameter 
p, = ( p  --pl,)/pl = -pl Y/( 1+ p1 Y) to indicate the magnitude of the interference 
effect. pz is the ratio of captures due to interference to non-interference captures. 
(i 5 .  NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Convergence in j has been 
previously discussed, and the series in k converges like the exponential, as 
indicated by (1 5 ) .  Thus for any given system specified by hq, andy, with resonance 
width or spacing specified by the p,,, it is a simple matter to generate the series 
by hand computation, or, as we have done, with a emall computing machine. 
Specific results are presented below in the form of figures. These are based, 
of couree, on the rectangular profile choeen for g,,(u). Examination of the 
coneequences of refining the profile has convinced us that the results here 
presented are a slight overestimate of the valuen to be obtained for real 
eyetems. 
The basic series (17) is very rapidly convergent. 
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Figure 2. Ratio of captures ascribed to Figure 3. As figure 2. Here a scatter- 
interference to captures obtained ing resonance of fixed width scatters 
when the resonance spacing is into a variety of second resonances. 
made infinite. Resonance spacing 
is measured in lethargy units of 
size qa. 
A ~ S O R P I I O N  RESONlNCE .WIOTH.9: 
SECOND RESONANCE r\ - M I  r INTERFERCNCL VI SP4CINO SCATTERING RC8ONANCE. WIDTH .P. .O I C . " I * I  ----- 400 I t-U"' 
'iW 4. A i  figure 2. Here an abrorp- Figure 5. Aa figure 2. W e  coniider two diser- 
ent mixtures of C-tBBU and interference 
between two identical rcattering reronmcei. 
tion reronance of fixed width icatterr 
into a variety of recond reronsncer. 
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Figure 1 deals with capture by a single resonance in typical C-238U, H-238~ 
mixtures and displays the ratio (1 -p)"ar/(l -p)NR as a function of resonance 
width. Figures 2 to 4 display the interference effect p2 as a function of resonance 
spacing l fp,  for several systems. I n  figure 2, two scattering resonances of varying 
width in a 10 : 1 H-2ssU system are studied. The notation (a, b) for each curve 
tells the width in units of q2 of the first and second resonances respectively, 
In figures 3 and 4, which also deal with a 10 : 1 H-23RU system, the first resonance 
is of fixed width q2 and is of scattering, then absorption type, while the second 
resonance is of varying width and varying type. The sign of the interference 
effect is governed by the function x9g,i,&y and it is not difficult (Corngold 1957) 
t o  predict the result found in these figures, that perturbations in the collision 
,density caused by a ~ g ~ ~ $ ~ ~ , p , " , ]  resonance cause a [Ez2i&?F] interference effect. 
Figure 5 shows interference effects in two C-238U systems. Here the curves 
do not fall rapidly to zero because the effect of carbon scattering does not 
disappear for several g1 from the resonance, and the calculations have only been 
done to points slightly less than ql. 
$ 6 .  SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION F RESULTS 
We believe that the following conclusions regarding real systems of moderator 
and resonance absorber may be drawn from our work. 
1 .  The narrow resonance approximation may be very bad in any given 
resonance, especially one in which the resonance is of the order of or larger than 
q2 and/or &gJ(l-  a,) is significantly different from zero. Similar conclusions 
may be found in the studies of Spinney (1957) and Schermer (unpublished), 
the latter quoted partially by Corngold (1957). They deal with 1 : 1 H-238U 
mixtures, and thus it is not surprising that the corrections are even larger than 
those calculated above for a 10 : 1 mixture. The overall error in calculating 1 - p  
using the narrow resonance approximation for all resonances may be comparatively 
small however due to cancellation of large errors of opposite sign. Such a 
,calculation has been shown by Spinney (1957). The correction is positive for 
' scattering ' resonances, negative for ' absorption ' resonances. The distinction 
of resonance type is based on the sign of Zag,/( 1 - a,) generally, although non- 
hydrogenous moderators have other considerations. This is essentially Spinney's 
parameter in his ' modified narrow resonance ' calculations. 
2. The corrections increase with heavy atom concentration, although the 
,dependence is not a strong one. 
3. The (single resonance) correction decreases with moderator mass, the 
scattering cross section per heavy atom being held constant. 
4. The corrections are not necessarily larger for resonances with larger peak 
,cross sections. I t  is the fractional scattering probability which is important 
(this we have called hM). However for the very small resonances encountered 
in the high energy range the correcticns will be much smaller than those exhibited 
here. These are resonances in which the peak heights are of the order of the 
potential cross sections. 
5 .  The interference portion of the correction term is quite small even at its 
largest values. 
6. The interference at essentially zero spacing is a maximum for two resonances 
both on the order of +qp to qo wide. It is smaller for both narrower and wider 
resonances 
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7. The interference drops off with spacing more slowly for narrow resonances 
(a<q2)  than for wide ones. For hydrogen moderator the interference is 
essentially zero for spacings I >  q2. The drop is less sharp with heavier moderators, 
but the interference is still small at spacings I >  q2. 
8. The interference is greatest for a scattering resonance at the higher energy. 
It is completely negligible for an absorption resonance at the higher energy. 
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